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Topology of misorientation spaces
Anton Ayzenberg and Dmitry Gugnin
Abstract. Let G1 and G2 be discrete subgroups of SOp3q. The double quotients of
the form XpG1, G2q “ G1zSOp3q{G2 were introduced in material science under the name
misorientation spaces. In this paper we review several known results that allow to study
topology of misorientation spaces. Neglecting the orbifold structure, all misorientation
spaces are closed orientable topological 3-manifolds with finite fundamental groups. We
compute their fundamental groups, and apply Thurston’s elliptization conjecture to de-
scribe these spaces. Many misorientation spaces are homeomorphic to S3. The sphericity
in these examples is related to the theorem of Mikhailova, which constitutes a certain
real analogue of Chevalley–Shephard–Todd theorem. Spherical coordinates are explicitly
described for several misorientation spaces. In particular, this allows to prove sphericity
avoiding the reference to Poincare´ conjecture. Classification of misorientation spaces al-
lows to introduce nontrivial n-valued group structures on S3 and RP 3. Finally, we outline
the connection of the particular misorientation space XpD2, D2q to integrable dynamical
systems, toric topology, and invariant theory of finite groups.
1. Introduction
Let G1, G2 Ă SOp3q be two finite subgroups in the group of orthogonal transformations
of R3. Consider the left action of the product group G1 ˆG2 on the manifold SOp3q given
by pg1, g2qA “ g1 ¨ A ¨ g´12 .
Definition 1.1. The topological orbit space
(1.1) XpG1, G2q def“ SOp3q{pG1 ˆG2q “ G1zSOp3q{G2,
is called the misorientation space of the pair G1, G2.
Misorientation spaces appeared in material science in connection with the study of
polycrystal materials. Assume that a sample of a mineral 1 with the crystal lattice N1 Ă R3
contains included fractions of a mineral 2 (probably the same) with the crystal lattice
N2 Ă R3. The lattices of the fractions of mineral 2 may be displaced relative to the
lattice of mineral 1. Roughly, a displacement is an orthogonal matrix (we neglect affine
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TOPOLOGY OF MISORIENTATION SPACES 2
translations). However two displacements cannot be distinguished if they differ either by
a (origin preserving) symmetry g1 P G1 of N1, or by a symmetry g2 P G2 of N2. Hence
a displacement, also called a misorientation, should be an element of the double quotient
XpG1, G2q “ G1zSOp3q{G2, which motivates Definition 1.1 above.
The topological structure ofXpG1, G2q is important in the applications. In a polycrystal
material, there may be many fractions, misoriented differently, which gives rise to the
distribution of misorientations. The distribution µ is a measure on XpG1, G2q, such that,
for A Ď XpG1, G2q, its measure µpAq equals the physical volume (or its percentage) of all
fractions of the sample whose misorientations belong to A. The diagram of a misorientation
distribution may provide an information about the physical properties of the sample. In
order to visualize such diagram, its representation in R3 should be specified. Ideally, we
want such diagram to admit a continuous embedding in R3. In this case there would exist
exact and correct way to visualize the misorientations’ distribution diagram. Unfortunately,
such embedding never exists, as follows from Theorem 2.17 below.
Nevertheless, there are well known standard methods of representation for simple 3-
dimensional spaces. For example, S3 can be represented in R3 by means of stereographical
projection, and SOp3q can be represented by a closed ball in R3 with opposite points
identified. Certainly, these ways of representation are not embeddings, but they give a way
of understanding the structure of the space.
One way to solve the problem of complicated misorientation spaces was pursued by
Patala and Schuh [22], who introduced the notion of a homophase misorientation space. If
G1 “ G2 “ G, the homophase misorientation space is the additional quotient of XpG,Gq
by the involution rAs Ø rA´1s, called grain exchange property :rXpGq “ XpG,Gq{prAs „ rA´1sq.
Physically, this corresponds to the situation when two lattices are not distinguished: one
cannot tell which lattice is the first and which is the second (of course, in this case the
two lattices should be indistinguishable, this is why we have an assumption G1 “ G2).
The following statement was proved in [22] (proper point crystallography groups and their
short notations are listed in Table 2 below).
Proposition 1.2. rXpGq is homeomorphic to D3 (the 3-dimensional disc) if G belongs
to the list: tD2, D4, D6, T, Ou. rXpGq is homeomorphic to ConeRP 2 (the cone over real
projective plane) if G belongs to the list tC2, C3, C4, C6, D3u.
In the disc case, the homophase misorientation spaces admit embeddings in R3, the co-
ordinates given by these embeddings are described in [22]. The homophase misorientation
spaces are simpler, however their meaning in material science is less transparent. To define
the distribution diagram of misorientations, one needs to fix a lattice as the main reference
frame: the distributions of smaller fractions are counted relatively to this frame. So far,
there seems to be no analogue of misorientation distribution diagram in the homophase
setting.
As was noticed in [22], the misorientation spaces XpG1, G2q are well studied in topology
if one of the acting groups, say G2, is trivial. In this case, the remaining action of G1 by the
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left multiplication on SOp3q is free, so the orbit space is a connected smooth 3-manifold,
which is an elliptic 3-manifold (recall that an elliptic manifold is a quotient of S3 – Spp1q,
the double cover of SOp3q, by a free action of discrete group, see [26]). Certain wonderful
3-manifolds appear in this way, including the following.
(1) If both groups are trivial, we have Xp1, 1q “ SOp3q – RP 3;
(2) If G1 “ Zm is generated by a an m-rotation1, then Op3q{G1 is the lens space
Lp2m; 1q.
(3) If G1 “ D2 – Z22 is generated by axial 2-rotations in 3 orthogonal axes, then
SOp3q{G1 – Spp1q{Q8 – F3pRq, where Q8 “ t˘1,˘i,˘j,˘ku is the quaternion
group, and F3pRq is the manifold of full flags in R3.
(4) If G1 is the symmetry group of an icosahedron, then SOp3q{G1 is the famous
Poincare´ sphere. Certainly, G1 is not a point crystallographic group, so this ex-
ample does not have much meaning in material science. However, in our definition
of the misorientation space, arbitrary discrete subgroups of SOp3q are allowed. The
icosahedral group is interesting due to its maximal complexity, so we include this
group in our exposition.
In the following we do not consider the cases when one of the groups G1 or G2 is trivial.
When the two-sided action of G1 ˆG2 on SOp3q is not free, the space XpG1, G2q is an
elliptic orbifold, see [4]. However we could not find the precise description of the underlying
topology of these orbifolds for particular choices of the groups G1 and G2 in the literature.
Our paper aims to fill in this gap.
The topology of misorientation spaces is studied by standard methods, reviewed below.
At first, we have
Proposition 1.3. For arbitrary G1 and G2 the misorientation space XpG1, G2q is a
closed orientable topological 3-manifold.
This follows from a more general well-known statement, see Theorem 2.1 below. In
Section 2, we recall the classical Armstrong theorem, which is used to compute the funda-
mental groups of misorientation spaces. The fundamental groups are computed for a list
of pairs pG1, G2q: this calculation is the central part of the paper. The groups G1 and G2
are taken from Table 2: these are the standard 10 nontrivial proper point crystallography
groups and, additionally, the icosahedral group. The fundamental groups of misorientation
spaces are listed in Table 3, see Theorem 2.9. It can be seen that many misorientation
spaces are simply connected, hence homeomorphic to S3 according to Poincare´ conjecture.
It should be mentioned that elliptic orbifolds with underlying spaces homeomorphic to S3
were extensively studied by Dunbar in [10].
In general, the finite fundamental group of a closed 3-manifold determines its homeo-
morphism type uniquely, unless the fundamental group is cyclic, in which case there may
be nonhomeomorphic lens spaces. This follows from Thurston’s geometrization conjecture
proved by Perelman, see [19]. This observation allows to describe the topological types
of all misorientation spaces with non-cyclic fundamental groups. Fortunately, the cyclic
1m-rotation is an axial rotation of order m in SOp3q
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cases split into two categories: (1) in one category, the homeomorphism type of the cor-
responding lens spaces is uniquely determined by the group; (2) in the second category,
the topological type can be described “by hand”. The resulting homeomorphism types of
misorientation spaces are gathered in Table 1, see Theorem 2.17. In particular, we have
the following statement.
C2 C3 C4 C6 D3 D2 D4 D6 T O I
C2 RP 3 Lp12; 5q Lp4; 1q Lp6; 1q RP 3 S3 S3 S3 Lp3; 1q S3 S3
C3 RP 3 Lp24; 7q Lp4; 1q Lp4; 1q Free Free FlpR3q S3 RP 3 S3
C4 RP 3 Lp12; 5q Lp4; 1q RP 3 S3 RP 3 Lp6; 1q S3 RP 3
C6 RP 3 RP 3 Lp3; 1q Lp3; 1q S3 S3 S3 S3
D3 RP 3 S3 S3 S3 S3 S3 S3
D2 S
3 S3 S3 Lp3; 1q S3 S3
D4 S
3 S3 Lp3; 1q S3 S3
D6 S
3 S3 S3 S3
T S3 S3 S3
O S3 S3
I S3
Table 1. Topology of misorientation spaces. The positions XpC3, D2q and
XpC3, D4q are explained in Remark 2.18.
Proposition 1.4. The misorientation space XpG,Gq is homeomorphic to a 3-sphere,
if G belongs to the list: tD2, D4, D6, T, O, Iu. The misorientation space XpG,Gq is home-
omorphic to RP 3, if G belongs to the list: tC2, C3, C4, C6, D3u.
This result is consistent with Proposition 1.2. The involution rAs ÞÑ rA´1s on XpG,Gq
is non-free: all 2-rotations represent the fixed points stratum of dimension 2. It is natural
to expect that the quotient rXpGq “ XpG,Gq{prAs „ rA´1sq is a disk if XpG,Gq is a
3-sphere, and the space rXpGq is ConeRP 2 if XpG,Gq is homeomorphic to RP 3. This
argument is explained in detail in Remark 2.19.
Proposition 1.4 allows to introduce nontrivial n-valued group structures on the man-
ifolds S3 and RP 3. We review the related constructions in Subsection 3.1. Other par-
ticular consequences can be derived from Table 1. For example, the homeomorphism
XpC2, Iq – S3 implies that there exists an involution on the Poincare´ sphere whose orbit
space is homeomorphic to S3.
The contents of Table 1 rely on the elliptization conjecture. The particular cases when
XpG1, G2q – S3 follow from Poincare´ conjecture. This looks like shooting sparrows with a
cannon: the proof of Poincare´ conjecture does not provide explicit spherical coordinates,
and cannot be used further in the study of misorientation distribution diagrams. To find
convenient coordinates (in the cases when XpG1, G2q is homeomorphic to S3 or RP 3), is a
separate problem that we want to address.
For some particular pairs of discrete subgroups of SOp3q, the topology of the mis-
orientation space can be understood avoiding the reference to elliptization conjecture. In
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Section 3, we construct explicit coordinates and describe the homeomorphism type without
using Poincare´ conjecture for several misorientation spaces. Namely, we explicitly prove the
homeomorphisms XpCn, Cnq – RP 3, XpDn, Dnq – RP 3 for odd n, and XpDn, Dnq – S3
for even n, see Propositions 3.3,3.5, and 3.7.
There is a straightforward relation of spherical misorientation spaces to invariant theory
of discrete transformation groups. More precisely, the pair of groups G1, G2 Ă SOp3q gives
rise to the discrete subgroup
(1.2) 2G1 pˆ2G2 Ă pSpp1q ˆ Spp1qq{t˘1u – SOp4q.
of rotations of R4. Here 2G1 and 2G2 are the binary extensions of G1 and G2 in the group
Spp1q – S3 of unit quaternions; 2G1 pˆ2G2 “ p2G1ˆ2G2q{t˘1u; and pSpp1qˆSpp1qq{t˘1u –
SOp4q is the standard isomorphism of Lie groups given by the two-sided multiplication
action of Spp1q ˆ Spp1q on H – R4.
We show that pi1pXpG1, G2qq is trivial if and only if the representation of G1 pˆG2 on
V – R4 is generated by rotations, see Corollary 2.23. A rotation is an orientation pre-
serving transformation of finite order which is identical on a real codimension 2 subspace.
Mikhailova proved the following statement in [21].
Theorem 1.5. If V – Rn, and a finite subgroup G Ă GLpV q is generated by rotations,
then V {G is homeomorphic to V .
The converse statement holds true if dimV “ 4, see Proposition 2.20. Note that the
homeomorphism Sn´1{G – Sn´1 implies the homeomorphism Rn{G – Rn. Hence, in
the case n “ 4, Theorem 1.5 follows from Poincare´ conjecture. Theorem 1.5 was later
extended in the works [16] and [17]. The complete classification of finite groups generated
by rotations was obtained in [16]. Based on this result, Lange proved that V {G is a
PL-manifold if and only if G is generated by reflections, and in this case V {G – V and
Sn´1{G – Sn´1.
Unfortunately, the homeomorphism V {G – V of Theorem 1.5 is not always the con-
sequence of the fact that the algebra of invariants RrV sG is the polynomial algebra in
n “ dimV generators, see subsection 4.3 (the corresponding statement holds in the com-
plex case according to Chevalley–Shephard–Todd theorem [25]). However, in the cases
when RrV sG is a polynomial algebra Rrf1, . . . , fns, the homogeneous polynomials f1, . . . , fn
can be used to construct the spherical coordinates on Sn´1{G – Sn´1 given by the real
analytic functions, see Construction 3.9.
The particular misorientation space XpD2, D2q appeared independently in many areas
of mathematics. In Section 4, we review several ways to understand the topology of this
space. The first proof of the homeomorphism XpD2, D2q – S3 is contained implicitly in
the work of van Moerbeke [20] on the dynamical properties of the periodic Toda lattice.
Another way to understand this homeomorphism is related to toric topology and symplectic
geometry: its complex version: T 3zUp3q{T 3 – S4 was proved by Buchstaber–Terzic [5] and,
independently, by the first author [2]. Finally, the extensive study of XpD2, D2q from the
perspective of invariant theory was done by Mikhailova in [21]. The case of XpD2, D2q
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is the most difficult, and in some sense, the most essential part of the study of discrete
transformations of R4.
2. Misorientation spaces
2.1. Finite group actions on 3-manifolds. In this subsection we collect several
known results about non-free finite group actions on 3-manifolds in general. The following
theorem is well known (see, e.g. [9, Thm.2.5]).
Theorem 2.1. Let M3 be a smooth closed orientable 3-manifold, and a finite group G
acts on M by orientation preserving diffeomorphisms. Then the quotient space M3{G is a
topological 3-manifold.
The proof also follows from the result of Mikhailova, Theorem 1.5. In order to show that
M3{G is a manifold, one needs to prove the local statement: that is the homeomorphism
R3{G – R3 for any discrete subgroup G Ă SOp3q. However, every element of R3 is a
rotation, so the homeomorphism R3{G – R3 follows from Theorem 1.5. Note that in
dimension 3, every discrete subgroup of SOp3q is the index two subgroup of some group
generated by reflections, therefore, in this case Theorem 1.5 is the instance of the following
statement.
Proposition 2.2 (Mikhailova, [21, Thm.1.1]). Let Γ be a finite subgroup generated
by reflections in the space V – Rn, and let G be the subgroup of Γ generated by pairwise
products of reflections of Γ. Then G is generated by rotations, and we have the homeomor-
phisms V {G – V and Sn´1{G – Sn´1.
Theorem 2.1 implies Proposition 1.3, since the multiplication action on SOp3q from
either left or right side preserves its orientation.
Another useful and famous result is Armstrong theorem [1] (we state the theorem for
finite groups, which is weaker than the original formulation given by Armstrong).
Theorem 2.3. Let X be a connected simply connected polyhedron, and a finite group
G act on X by simplicial transformations. Let H be the normal subgroup of G, generated
by all h P G such that the fixed point set Xh is nonempty. Then pi1pX{Gq is isomorphic to
the quotient G{H.
Corollary 2.4. Assume that a finite group G acts on a S3, preserving the orientation.
Then pi1pS3{Gq – G{H, where H is the subgroup of G generated by the union of all
stabilizers Gx, x P S3, of the G-action.
Remark 2.5. Note that the subgroup H generated by all stabilizers is normal. Indeed,
if g P Gx, then hgh´1 P Ghx.
2.2. Misorientation spaces and double covers. Recall that, for a pair of discrete
subgroups G1, G2 Ă SOp3q, the misorientation space XpG1, G2q “ G1zSOp3q{G2 is defined.
Everything can be lifted to the 3-sphere S3 – Spp1q which forms the universal double
cover over SOp3q. We refer to [11] for the exposition of the relation between quaternions,
orthogonal transformations and finite groups. Let 2G1 and 2G2 be the preimages of the
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subgroups G1 and G2 of SOp3q respectively under the double cover dc : S3 Ñ SOp3q. We
have
XpG1, G2q “ 2G1zS3{2G2,
where the left action of 2G1 ˆ 2G2 on S3 is given by
(2.1) pg1, g2qx “ g1xg´12 .
Conversely, given two discrete subgroups rG1, rG2 Ă S3 we can consider the two-sided
quotient rG1zS3{ rG2. It coincides with some misorientation space if at least one of the
subgroups rG1 or rG2 contains ´1 P S3.
Construction 2.6. Generally, there is a representation of Spp1q ˆ Spp1q on H – R4
given by (2.1). The element p´1,´1q P Spp1q ˆ Spp1q generates the noneffective kernel
of this representation. Every orthogonal transformation of R4 is written as (2.1) for some
g1, g2 P Spp1q, see e.g. [11, Sect.17]. These facts prove the well-known isomorphism of the
Lie groups: SOp4q – pSpp1q ˆ Spp1qq{xp´1,´1qy.
In general, if rG1, rG2 are subgroups of Spp1q, we consider the subgroup rG1 pˆ rG2 of SOp4q
defined by
(2.2) rG1 pˆ rG2 def“ p rG1 ˆ rG2q{xp´1,´1qy Ď pSpp1q ˆ Spp1qq{xp´1,´1qy – SOp4q.
With this notation in mind, the misorientation space XpG1, G2q coincides with the quotient
space of S3 Ă R4 by the (possibly, non-free) action of the discrete subgroup 2G1 pˆ2G2 Ă
SOp4q.
Remark 2.7. Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.4 imply that any misorientation space is
a closed 3-manifold with a finite fundamental group. Due to elliptization conjecture [19],
this means that any misorientation space is homeomorphic to a spherical 3-manifold.
By definition, a spherical 3-manifold is a quotient of the round sphere S3 Ă R4 by a finite
subgroup of SOp4q acting freely on S3. On the other hand, SOp4q – pSpp1qˆSpp1qq{t˘1u,
so far any finite group action on S3 can be modeled by two-sided action in quaternionic
form x ÞÑ g1xg´12 for some discrete subgroup G Ă Spp1q ˆ Spp1q containing p´1,´1q. The
classification of spherical 3-manifolds [26, Thm.4.4.14] is based on the classification of finite
subgroups G in Spp1q ˆ Spp1q such that G{t˘1u acts freely on S3. For a subgroup G of
the form G1ˆG2 acting freely on S3, we can see that, conversely, the spherical 3-manifold
is the misorientation space XpG1, G2q.
Example 2.8. For convenience, the most important discrete subgroups of SOp3q to-
gether with their common notations in crystallography and the corresponding crystal
classes are listed in Table 2. We also write their binary extensions in the sphere Spp1q – S3,
by listing the elements of these extensions. The list of groups coincides with the one studied
in [22] (i.e. 11 proper point crystallography groups), however we added one more group,
the icosahedral group. This group may not have meaning in crystallography, however it is
interesting on its own.
Now we compute the fundamental groups of misorientation spaces using Armstrong
theorem.
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pi1pXpG1, G2qq C2 C3 C4 C6 D3 D2 D4 D6 T O I
C2 Z2 Z12 Z4 Z6 Z2 1 1 1 Z3 1 1
C3 Z2 Z24 Z4 Z4 Z3 ˆQ8 Z3 ˆ 2D4 Q8 1 Z2 1
C4 Z2 Z12 Z4 Z2 1 Z2 Z6 1 Z2
C6 Z2 Z2 Z3 Z3 1 1 1 1
D3 Z2 1 1 1 1 1 1
D2 1 1 1 Z3 1 1
D4 1 1 Z3 1 1
D6 1 1 1 1
T 1 1 1
O 1 1
I 1
Table 3. The fundamental groups of misorientation spaces:
pi1pXpG1, G2qq – p2G1 ˆ 2G2q{H
Theorem 2.9. The fundamental groups pi1pXpG1, G2qq, for different choices of G1, G2 Ă
SOp3q, are as listed in Table 3
Remark 2.10. There holds XpG1, G2q – XpG2, G1q, with the homeomorphism given
by rAs ÞÑ rA´1s. Therefore the entries below the diagonal are filled symmetrically.
For each group Gi we write the corresponding elements of its binary extension 2Gi Ă
Spp1q as the set of quaternions of unit length (see the last column of Table 2). Then
we use Corollary 2.4 to compute pi1pXpG1, G2qq “ pi1pS3{p2G1 ˆ 2G2qq. The element
pg1, g2q P 2G1ˆ2G2 stabilizes a quaternion x P S3 if and only if g1x “ xg2. In other words,
g1, g2 should lie in the same conjugacy class in Spp1q Ă H. The following lemma is simple
but quite useful in the computations.
Lemma 2.11. Two quaternions g1, g2 of unit length lie in the same conjugacy class in
S3 Ă H if and only if Re g1 “ Re g2.
Proof. Assume g2 “ x´1g1x for some x P Spp1q. Writing each gi as Re gi ` ÝÑImgi, we
see
Re g2 `ÝÑImg2 “ x´1pRe g1 `ÝÑImg1qx “ x´1xRe g1 ` x´1ÝÑImg1x “ Re g1 ` x´1ÝÑImg1x
since the conjugation preserves pure imaginary quaternions. This proves the only if part.
On the contrary, if Re g1 “ Re g2, then }g1} “ }g2} implies }ÝÑImg1} “ }ÝÑImg2}. The conju-
gation action acts by orthogonal transformations on purely imaginary quaternions. There
exist orthogonal transformations which takes a vector
ÝÑ
Img1 P R3 to any other vectorÝÑ
Img2 P R3 of the same length. This implies the if part. 
We give a recipe how to find the subgroup H, normally generated by all pairs pg1, g2q P
2G1 ˆ 2G2, for which g1 and g2 lie in the same conjugacy class in Spp1q. This will give
the answer pi1pXpG1, G2qq – p2G1 ˆ 2G2q{H. The strategy is the following: we consider
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the subgroups rH1 “ tg P 2G1 | pg, eq P Hu and rH2 “ tg P 2G2 | pe, gq P Hu and construct
certain subgroups H1 Ď rH1 and H2 Ď rH2, see Construction 2.13 below. Then, obviously,
H Ě rH1 ˆ rH2. For many interesting cases, it can be directly proved that H1 “ G1 and
H2 “ G2, which already implies pi1pXpG1, G2qq “ 1. In the remaining cases we describe
the quotient groups 2G1{H1 and 2G2{H2 and their generators. We have an epimorphism
p2G1{H1q ˆ p2G2{H2q p2G1 ˆ 2G2q{H – pi1pXpG1, G2qq.
The kernel of this epimorphism is then described by analysing which pairs of elements’
representatives of p2G1{H1q ˆ p2G2{H2q lie in H.
Lemma 2.12. Assume that g1 P 2G1 is represented as the product g11g21, where Re g11 “
Re g21 and there exists g2 P G2 such that Re g2 “ Re g11. Then g1 P rH1.
Proof. We have pg11, g2q P H by Lemma 2.11. Now note that Re g´12 “ Re g2 “ Re g2.
Again, by Lemma 2.11 we have pg21, g´12 q P H. Multiplying pg11, g2q by pg21, g´12 q we get
pg11g21, eq P H, which means g1 “ g11g21 P rH1. 
Construction 2.13. Let H1 be the subgroup of 2G1 normally generated by all possible
products g11g21 for which there exists g2 P G2 such that Re g11 “ Re g21 “ Re g2. According to
Lemma 2.12 we have H1 Ď rH1. The subgroup H2 Ď rH2 Ď G2 is defined in a similar way.
For each group G1 listed in Table 2, we describe the possibilities for the group H1
depending on the structure of G2 in Table 4. The content of this table is a result of direct
computation in all cases: we check all possible real parts of elements of the binary extension
2G1, and consider the group H1 normally generated by pairwise products of elements with
the given real part.
Remark 2.14. We make a few remarks. First, all binary extensions of subgroups
G2 Ă SOp3q contain the element ´1. Hence if there exists g2 P 2G2 with Re g2 “ a then
there exists g2 P 2G2 with Re g2 “ ´a, so the sign in the conditions of Table 4 is irrelevant.
Second, note that the condition Dg2 P 2G2 : Re g2 “ 0 is equivalent to saying that G2
contains a 2-rotation. Similarly, we have
Dg2 P 2G2 : Re g2 “ 1
2
ô G2 contains a 3-rotation.
Dg2 P 2G2 : Re g2 “
?
2
2
ô G2 contains a 4-rotation.
Dg2 P 2G2 : Re g2 “
?
3
2
ô G2 contains a 6-rotation.
Dg2 P 2G2 : Re g2 “ ϕ
2
or
ϕ´1
2
ô G2 contains a 5-rotation.
In the latter case, ϕ is the golden ratio. This case, however, does not appear among the
conditions in Table 4: the real part ϕ
2
can only appear in the case G2 “ I, but in this case
the group contains a rotation of order 2, and this already gives the answer.
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G1 The subgroup H1 depending on G2 2G1{H1 and its gener-
ators
C2
t˘1u if Dg2 P 2G2 : Re g2 “ 0 Z2, ris
t`1u otherwise Z4, ris
C3
t1,´1
2
˘
?
3
2
iu if Dg2 P 2G2 : Re g2 “ ˘12 Z2, r12 `
?
3
2
is
t`1u otherwise Z6, r12 `
?
3
2
is
C4
t˘1,˘iu if Dg2 P 2G2 : Re g2 “ ˘
?
2
2
Z2, r
?
2
2
`
?
2
2
is
t˘1u else if Dg2 P 2G2 : Re g2 “ 0 Z4, r
?
2
2
`
?
3
2
is
t`1u otherwise Z8, r
?
2
2
`
?
3
2
is
C6
t˘1,˘1
2
˘
?
3
2
iu if Dg2 P 2G2 : Re g2 “ ˘
?
3
2
Z2, r
?
3
2
` 1
2
is
t1,´1
2
˘
?
3
2
iu else if Dg2 P 2G2 : Re g2 “ ˘12 Z4, r
?
3
2
` 1
2
is
t˘1u else if Dg2 P 2G2 : Re g2 “ 0 Z6, r
?
3
2
` 1
2
is
t`1u otherwise Z12, r
?
3
2
` 1
2
is
D3
t˘1,˘1
2
˘
?
3
2
iu if Dg2 P 2G2 : Re g2 “ 0 Z2, rjs
t`1,´1
2
˘
?
3
2
iu else if Dg2 P 2G2 : Re g2 “ ˘12 Z4, rjst`1u otherwise 2D3
D2
2D2 “ Q8 if Dg2 P 2G2 : Re g2 “ 0 1
t`1u otherwise 2D2 “ Q8
D4
2D4 if Dg2 P 2G2 : Re g2 “ 0 1
t`1u otherwise 2D4
D6
2D6 if Dg2 P 2G2 : Re g2 “ 0 1
2D3 else if Dg2 P 2G2 : Re g2 “ ˘
?
3
2
Z2 ˆ Z2, ris, rjs
t`1,´1
2
˘
?
3
2
iu else if Dg2 P 2G2 : Re g2 “ ˘12 Q8, ris, rjst`1u otherwise 2D6
T
2T if Dg2 P 2G2 : Re g2 “ ˘12 1
Q8 “ 2D2 else if Dg2 P 2G2 : Re g2 “ 0 Z3, r12p1` i` j ` kqst`1u otherwise 2T
O
2O if Dg2 P 2G2 : Re g2 “ 0 1
2T else if Dg2 P 2G2 : Re g2 “ ˘12 Z2, r
?
2
2
`
?
2
2
is
t`1u otherwise 2O
I
2I if Dg2 P 2G2 : Re g2 “ 0 or ˘12 1t`1u otherwise 2I
Table 4. Subgroups H1 Ď 2G1 for different choices of G2
As an example, how the computation was conducted, we provide more details on the
case of icosahedral group.
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C2 C3 C4 C6 D3 D2 D4 D6 T O I
C2 Z2 ˆ Z2 Z4 ˆ Z6 Z2 ˆ Z4 Z2 ˆ Z6 Z2 ˆ Z2 Z2 ˆ 1 Z2 ˆ 1 Z2 ˆ 1 Z2 ˆ Z3 Z2 ˆ 1 Z2 ˆ 1
C3 Z2 ˆ Z2 Z6 ˆ Z8 Z2 ˆ Z4 Z2 ˆ Z4 Z6 ˆ 2D2 Z6 ˆ 2D4 Z2 ˆ 2D2 Z2 ˆ 1 Z2 ˆ Z2 Z2 ˆ 1
C4 Z2 ˆ Z2 Z4 ˆ Z6 Z4 ˆ Z2 Z4 ˆ 1 Z2 ˆ 1 Z4 ˆ 1 Z4 ˆ Z3 Z2 ˆ 1 Z4 ˆ 1
C6 Z2 ˆ Z2 Z4 ˆ Z2 Z6 ˆ 1 Z6 ˆ 1 Z2 ˆ 1 Z4 ˆ 1 Z4 ˆ 1 Z4 ˆ 1
D3 Z2 ˆ Z2 Z2 ˆ 1 Z2 ˆ 1 Z2 ˆ 1 Z2 ˆ 1 Z2 ˆ 1 Z2 ˆ 1
D2 1ˆ 1 1ˆ 1 1ˆ 1 1ˆ Z3 1ˆ 1 1ˆ 1
D4 1ˆ 1 1ˆ 1 1ˆ Z3 1ˆ 1 1ˆ 1
D6 1ˆ 1 1ˆ 1 1ˆ 1 1ˆ 1
T 1ˆ 1 1ˆ 1 1ˆ 1
O 1ˆ 1 1ˆ 1
I 1ˆ 1
Table 5. The auxiliary quotients p2G1{H1q ˆ p2G2{H2q. Groups G1 are
listed in first column, G2 are listed in first row.
Claim 2.15. (1) The pairwise products of purely imaginary elements of 2I generate
the whole group 2I. (2) The pairwise products of elements of 2I with real part ˘1
2
also
generate the whole group 2I.
Proof. There is a Coxeter type description of the group 2I: this group is generated
by three elements r, s, t with the relations
r2 “ s3 “ t5 “ rst “ ´1,
where one can take r “ i, t “ pϕi`ϕ´1j`kq{2 so that Re r “ Re t “ 0. The element ´1 lies
in H1 since ´1 “ r2. The relations imply t “ p´1qpt ¨ tq´2, therefore t P H1. The generator
r “ i can be represented as the product jk hence r P H1. Finally, s “ ´t´1s´1 P H1, which
implies H1 “ 2I. This proves the first statement.
To prove the second statement we note that the pairwise products of Hurwitz units
1
2
p˘1˘ i˘ j˘kq generate the subgroup 2T of 2I. Conjugating 2T by all possible elements
of 2I we get the whole group 2I (remember that H1 is normally generated by pairwise
products of elements with the given real part). 
Finally, we analyze which elements of pG1{H1q ˆ pG2{H2q lie in H. Again, in each
particular case this is a simple calculation. We demonstrate the idea for one example.
Claim 2.16. pi1pXpC6, Oqq is trivial.
Proof. According to the last column of Table 4, the quotient 2C6{H1 is isomorphic to
the cyclic group Z4 with generator a “
”?
3
2
` 1
2
i
ı
since 2O has elements with real part 1
2
.
By similar argument, the quotient 2O{H2 is trivial.
The group 2C6{H1 is also generated by a3 “ ris. However, the element pi, 1q lies in H.
Indeed, this element can be represented as the product pi, iq ¨ p1,´iq, and we have pi, iq P H
(since Re i “ Re i) and p1,´iq P H (since ´i P H2). Therefore, H “ 2G1 ˆ 2G2, and
pi1pXpC6, Oqq – p2G1 ˆ 2G2q{H is trivial. 
Similar considerations allow to fill the whole Table 3, which proves Theorem 2.9. This
allows to describe the topology of misorientation spaces.
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Theorem 2.17. The topological types of misorientation spaces are as listed in Table 1.
Proof. The space XpG1, G2q is a closed topological 3-manifold according to Theo-
rem 2.1. If pi1pXpG1, G2qq “ 1, then XpG1, G2q – S3 according to Poincare´ conjecture
(Perelman’s theorem, see [19]). In general, since the fundamental group is finite, the man-
ifold XpG1, G2q is an elliptic manifold, as follows from the elliptization conjecture, also
proved by Perelman. The homeomorphism type of an elliptic manifold is uniquely deter-
mined by its fundamental group, unless the fundamental group is cyclic [26, Thm.4.4.14].
This allows to describe all misorientation spaces with noncyclic fundamental groups.
If, for a closed 3-manifold M3, there holds pi1pM3q – Zn, then M3 is homeomorphic to
the lens space Lpn; qq for some q coprime with n. Recall that Lpn; qq is the quotient space
of S3 “ tpz, uq P C2 | |z|2 ` |u|2 “ 1u by the free action of Zn given by
npz, uq “ pnz, pnq
where n “ cos 2pin ` i sin 2pin is the n-th primitive root of unity considered as the generator
of Zn. The classical result of 3-dimensional topology (see e.g. [23] and references therein)
states that Lpn; q1q – Lpn; q2q if and only if q1 “ ˘q˘12 mod n. These observations show
that, whenever pi1pM3q “ Zn for n “ 2, 3, 4, 6, the homeomorphism type is defined uniquely:
M3 – Lpn, 1q.
By looking at Table 3, we see that only three cases are not covered by the preced-
ing arguments. These are the following: (1) XpC2, C3q with fundamental group Z12;
(2) XpC3, C4q with fundamental group Z24; (3) XpC4, C6q with fundamental group Z12.
We consider these cases separately.
(1) The group 2C2 is the cyclic group generated by 4 P C, the 4-th primitive root
of unity. Similarly, the group 2C3 is the cyclic group generated by 6 P C. The
action of the generator
a “ r4 ˆ 6s P 2C2 pˆ2C3 – Z12.
on a quaternion h “ u` jz of unit length is given by
ah “ 4pu` jzq6 “ 46u` 4´16 z.
Noticing that 4
´1
6 “ 12 and 46 “ 512, we see that the action of 2C2 pˆ2C3 on S3
coincides with the free action which defines Lp12; 5q.
(2) Similar to the previous case, the action of r6 ˆ 8s P 2C3 pˆ2C4 – Z24 on S3 is
given by pz, uq ÞÑ p6´18 z, 68uq “ p24z, 724uq. This coincides with the defining
action for Lp24; 7q.
(3) The last exceptional case, XpC4, C6q follows from XpC2, C3q. Indeed, for the
groups G1 “ C4 and G2 “ C6 we have H1 “ C2 and H2 “ C2. The subgroup
H Ă 2G1ˆ 2G2 is generated by p´1, 1q, p1,´1q, and pi, iq. For the induced action
of the group Hˆ “ H{t˘p1, 1qu – Z2ˆZ2 on S3 we have S3{H – S3 (for example,
this follows from Theorem 2.3, also see coordinate explanation in Section 3). The
residual action of p2G1 ˆ 2G2q{H on S3{H – S3 is free and coincides with the
two-sided action of C4 pˆC6 – Z12 on S3 which defines XpC2, C3q. The statement
follows.
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The analysis of these exceptional cases finishes the proof. 
Remark 2.18. The positions for XpC3, D2q and XpC3, D4q in Table 1 are filled with
“Free”. This indicates that the action of the group 2G1 pˆ2G2 on S3 is free, so that the
misorientation spaces are smooth manifolds with fundamental groups 2G1 pˆ2G2 in these
cases. We note that XpC3, D2q can be identified with the space of triples pL1, L2, L3q
of pairwise orthogonal lines in R3 up to cyclic reordering. Indeed, the space of triples
of pairwise orthogonal lines pL1, L2, L3q is the manifold of full flags in R3, having the
fundamental group Q8 “ 2D2 (see Section 4 for more details). The cyclic shift L1 ÞÑ L2 ÞÑ
L3 ÞÑ L1 gives the additional free action of Z3 on the flag manifold.
The diagonal of Table 1 implies Proposition 1.4.
Remark 2.19. Note that there is a non-free involution σ on S3 Ă H, sending h P S3
to h´1. It is not difficult to see that S3{σ – D3. Similarly, the non-free involution
σ : SOp3q Ñ SOp3q, σpgq “ g´1 yields SOp3q{σ – ConeRP 2. On the other hand, it is
impossible to get ConeRP 2 as the quotient of an involution on S3. Indeed, this involution is
necessarily orientation reversing since otherwise the quotient would be a closed topological
manifold. But in this case Smith theory implies that the fixed point set is either S0 or
S2, and, provided that the embedding of the fixed point set in S3 is tame, the quotient
would be either ΣRP 2 or D3. Also, it is impossible to get D3 by moding out an involution
on RP 3. Indeed, if there exist such involution on RP 3 then its fixed point set contains
S2 “ BD3, but each such sphere divides RP 3 into two non-homeomorphic parts. These
observations make Proposition 1.4 completely consistent with Proposition 1.2, the result
of [22], described in the introduction.
2.3. Pseudoreflections.
Proposition 2.20. Let G Ă SOp4q be a discrete subgroup and H be the normal sub-
group of G generated by stabilizers of the induced action of G on S3 Ă V “ R4. The
following are equvalent:
(1) H “ G;
(2) pi1pS3{Gq “ 1;
(3) G is generated by rotations.
Proof. Equivalence of (1) and (2) obviously follows from Theorem 2.3. To prove that
(1) is equivalent to (3), note that the fixed point set V A of a nontrivial element A P SOp4q
is either t0u or 2-dimensional. Therefore, A is a rotation if and only if the induced action
of A on S3 has fixed points. Therefore, the condition that G is generated by elements with
nontrivial stabilizers is equivalent to the condition that G is generated by rotations. 
Corollary 2.21. The converse to Theorem 1.5 holds if dimV “ 4: if G Ă SOp4q is
not generated by rotations, then R4{G fl R4.
Proof. For any point x P R4, the complement R4ztxu is simply connected. However,
if G is not generated by rotations, the space R4{G is an open cone over S3{G with apex y.
Hence we have
pi1ppR4{Gqztyuq – pi1pS3{Gq ‰ 1
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according to 2.20. 
Remark 2.22. The complete classification of all discrete subgroups G Ă SOpnq which
satisfy Rn{G – Rn is done in the recent work of Lange [18]. Corollary 2.21 is covered by
this general result.
Now let G1, G2 be discrete subgroups of SOp3q, and G “ 2G1 pˆ2G2, as before. The
group G is considered as discrete subgroup in SOp4q “ SOp3q pˆ SOp3q, as described in
Construction 2.6, so we have a natural representation of G on R4. As before, let H Ď
G1 ˆ G2 be the normal subgroup, generated by all stabilizers of the two-sided action of
G1 ˆG2 on a sphere.
Corollary 2.23. XpG1, G2q – S3 if and only if 2G1 pˆ2G2 is generated by rotations.
3. Coordinates on several misorientation spaces
3.1. n-valued topological groups. In the following subsections we describe the
topological types of several misorientation spaces explicitly. To give the idea of our con-
structions we recall the observation that appeared in the work [6, Sect.4.7] of Buchstaber
and Rees, and review their motivation coming from the theory of n-valued groups.
Proposition 3.1. Let σ be the conjugation action by the imaginary unit i on Spp1q –
S3. Then the quotient Spp1q{σ is homeomorphic to S3.
Proof. By writing H as V1 ‘ V2, V1 “ ta ` biu, V2 “ tcj ` dku, we see that the
conjugation action is trivial on the first summand V1, and is the multiplication by ´1
on the second summand V2. The unit sphere Spp1q is represented as the topological join
S11 ˚ S12 , where S1i is the unit circle in Vi for i “ 1, 2. Since S12{t˘1u – S1, we have
Spp1q{σ – pS11 ˚ S12q{σ – pS11q ˚ pS2{t˘1uq – S1 ˚ S1 – S3,
which finishes the proof. 
Proposition 3.1 was used in [6] to construct the structure of a 2-valued topological
group on the sphere S3. For a general theory of n-valued groups we refer the reader to the
overview paper [7]. In general, if Γ is a finite group of automorphisms of a Lie group W
(e.g. given by conjugation action), then the quotient W {Γ has the natural structure of a
|Γ|-valued topological group, see [6, Sect.3(3)].
Similarly, according to [6, Sect.3(5)], given a finite subgroup Γ of a Lie group W ,
the bicoset space ΓzW {Γ admits the natural structure of a |Γ|-valued topological group.
This construction is more relevant to misorientation spaces. It follows directly, that the
misorientation space XpG,Gq has the structure of the |G|-valued group for any discrete
subgroup G Ă SOp3q. In particular, from Proposition 1.4, it follows that
Proposition 3.2. There is a natural structure of |G|-valued topological group on S3,
determined by G from the list tD2, D4, D6, T, O, Iu. There is a natural structure of |G|-
valued topological group on RP 3, determined by G from the list tC2, C3, C4, C6, D3u.
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The case when the discrete subgroup G Ă SOp3q is the cyclic group Cn or the dihedral
group Dn for general n is covered by Propositions 3.3, 3.5 and 3.7 below. In all these cases
there is a |G|-valued group structure on the space XpG,Gq which is either S3 or RP 3.
3.2. Coordinates given by consecutive folding.
Proposition 3.3. Let Cn Ă SOp3q be the cyclic group generated by an axial n-rotation.
Then XpCn, Cnq – RP 3.
Proof. As before, let 2Cn Ă S3 be the binary extension of Cn and ε2n “ cos 2pi2n `
i sin 2pi
2n
P C Ă H be the primitive complex root of unity of degree 2n considered as the
generator of 2Cn. Encoding a quaternion h “ a` bi` cj ` dk by a pair pu, vq of complex
numbers, u “ a ` bi, v “ c ` di, we can describe the two-sided multiplication action as
follows:
(3.1) εα2nhε
β
2n “ εα2npu, vqεβ2n “ pεα`β2n u, εα´β2n vq.
Let Hn Ă 2Cn be the cyclic subgroup of index 2 generated by ε22n. Then, taking α “ β or
α “ ´β in (3.1), we see that Hn ˆHn acts on H “ Cˆ C coordinate-wise. Hence, for the
induced action of Hn ˆHn on S3 “ S1 ˚ S1 we have
pS1 ˚ S1q{pHn ˆHnq “ pS1{Hnq ˚ pS1{Hnq – S1 ˚ S1 – S3.
Here ˚ is the topological join. The middle homeomorphism constitutes a simple observation
that S1{Hn – S1. The residual action of p2Cn{Hnqˆp2Cn{Hnq – Z2ˆZ2 on S3{pHnˆHnq
has two components: the action of prε2ns, rε2nsq on S3{pHn ˆHnq is trivial, and the action
of prε2ns, r1sq (or pr1s, rε2nsq) is a free involution on S3 “ S3{pHn ˆ Hnq, changing sign,
according to (3.1). Hence the total quotient XpCn, Cnq “ 2CnzS3{2Cn is homeomorphic
to RP 3. 
Remark 3.4. The proof of Proposition 3.3 gives explicit coordinates on the misorienta-
tion space XpCn, Cnq. Assume that an orthogonal transformation A P SOp3q is given, and
the goal is to find its coordinates in the misorientation space XpCn, Cnq. The algorithm
runs as follows:
(1) find a unit quaternion h “ a ` bi ` cj ` dk P S3 Ă H, which represents the
transformation A;
(2) write two complex numbers u “ a` bi, v “ c` di, and compute their n-th powers
un “ a1 ` b1i, vn “ c1 ` d1i;
(3) write the quaternion h1 “ a
1 ` b1i` c1j ` d1k
|a1 ` b1i` c1j ` d1k| P S
3, and consider the correspond-
ing orthogonal transformation coordpAq “ h1{t˘1u.
The resulting element coordpAq, written in any convenient form, is the coordinate on
XpCn, Cnq in the sense that coordpAq “ coordpA˜q if and only if A “ g1A˜g2 for some
g1, g2 P Cn.
The argument of Proposition 3.3 can be extended to dihedral groups Dn with odd n.
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Proposition 3.5. Let Dn Ă SOp3q be the dihedral rotation group and n be odd. Then
XpDn, Dnq – RP 3.
Proof. At this time, the binary extension 2Dn Ă S3 is generated by the quaternions
ε2n and j. Let Hn be the subgroup of 2Dn generated by ε
2
2n. Then 2Dn{Hn – Z4 (here we
used the assumption that n is odd, because for even n the quotient is Z2 ˆ Z2). As in the
proof of Proposition 3.3, the two-sided multiplication action of Hn ˆ Hn on S3 coincides
with the action of Hn ˆ Hn on S1 ˚ S1, which rotates each circle independently, hence
S3{pHnˆHnq – S3. The residual action of p2Dn{Hnqˆp2Dn{Hnq – C4ˆC4 on the sphere
S3 coincides with the standard two-sided action, so we may apply Proposition 3.3. 
Remark 3.6. The algorithm for finding the coordinates on XpDn, Dnq for odd n runs
as follows. Take a transformation matrix A P SOp3q, then
(1) find a unit quaternion h “ a ` bi ` cj ` dk P S3 Ă H, which represents the
transformation A;
(2) write two complex numbers u “ a` bi, v “ c` di, and compute their n-th powers
un “ a1 ` b1i, vn “ c1 ` d1i;
(3) write another pair of complex numbers u1 “ a1` c1i and v1 “ b1`d1i, and compute
their squares pu1q2 “ a2 ` c2i, pv1q2 “ b2 ` d2i;
(4) write the quaternion h2 “ a
2 ` b2i` c2j ` d2k
|a2 ` b2i` c2j ` d2k| P S
3, and consider the corre-
sponding orthogonal transformation coordpAq “ h2{t˘1u.
Next, we expand the argument to dihedral groups Dn with even n.
Proposition 3.7. Let Dn Ă SOp3q be the dihedral rotation group and n be even. Then
XpDn, Dnq – S3.
Proof. As in the previous case, the subgroup 2Dn Ă S3 is generated by ε2n and j, and
we consider the subgroup Cn Ă 2Dn generated by ε22n. Again, we have the homeomorphism
S3{pHn ˆ Hnq Ñ S3, given by rpu, vqs ÞÑ pu1 “ un, v1 “ vnq. The multiplication by
rε2ns P 2Dn{Hn from either side of S3{pHn ˆ Hnq acts by pu1, v1q ÞÑ p´u1, v1q in the new
coordinates. Next, we have pu, vqj “ p´v, uq and jpu, vq “ p´v¯, u¯q. Then, passing to
n-th powers, and recalling that n is even, we get the left and right actions of the residual
element rjs P 2Dn{Hn in the new coordinates pu1, v1q:
rjspu1, v1q “ pv1, u1q, pu1, v1qrjs “ pu¯1, v¯1q.
The residual action of p2Dn ˆ 2Dnq{pHn ˆ Hnq on the sphere with coordinates pu1, v1q
has noneffective kernel xpε2n, ε2nqy, and the effective part of the action can either switch
the coordinates: pu1, v1q Ø pv1, u1q, or conjugate them simultaneously: pu1, v1q Ø pu¯1, v¯1q,
or simultaneously change their signs: pu1, v1q Ø p´u1,´v1q. Let us introduce the real
coordinates a˜, b˜, c˜, d˜ such that a˜ ` b˜i “ u1 ` v1, c˜ ` d˜i “ u1 ´ v1. In coordinates pa˜, b˜, c˜, d˜q
the residual action of Z32 is written in a very simple form: it changes signs of even number
of coordinates, i.e.
pa˜, b˜, c˜, d˜q ÞÑ pνaa˜, νbb˜, νcc˜, νdd˜q, νa, νb, νc, νd “ ˘1, and νaνbνcνd “ 1.
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The quotient space of this action is a sphere S3 according to Proposition 2.2. The expression
for coordinates is described in the algorithm below (this can be compared with the result
of the second author [12]). 
Remark 3.8. The algorithm to finding the coordinates on XpDn, Dnq for even n is the
following. Take a transformation matrix A P SOp3q, then
(1) find a unit quaternion h “ a ` bi ` cj ` dk P S3 Ă H, which represents the
transformation A;
(2) write two complex numbers u “ a` bi, v “ c` di, and compute their n-th powers
u1 “ un, v1 “ vn;
(3) find real numbers a˜, b˜, c˜, d˜ such that a˜` b˜i “ u1 ` v1 and c˜` d˜i “ u1 ´ v1;
(4) compute the 4-vector pa˜2´ b˜2, b˜2´ c˜2, c˜2´ d˜2, a˜b˜c˜d˜q, normalize it to get the element
of S3 Ă R4.
3.3. Algebraical coordinates given by invariants. Finally, we outline how the
generators of the ring of invariants can be used to construct coordinates on misorientation
cases in some cases.
Construction 3.9. Assume that the group G “ 2G1 pˆ2G2 Ă SOp4q is generated by
rotations (so that XpG1, G2q – S3 according to Corollary 2.23). Assume, moreover, that
the algebra of invariants RrV sG, where V “ R4, is a free algebra:
RrV sG – Rrf1, f2, f3, f4s.
Note that this additional condition does not hold automatically for the groups generated
by rotations, see Subsection 4.3. Let ni be the degree of the generator fi. The map V Ñ V
given by
pa, b, c, dq ÞÑ pf1pa, b, c, dq, . . . , f4pa, b, c, dqq
is proper and induces the homeomorphism F : V {GÑ V 1 to a semialgebraic subset V 1 Ď V ,
see [24]. The subset V 1 contains a neighborhood of the origin (otherwise 0 would lie on
the boundary of V 1, which is empty since V 1 – V ).
Now, if x “ pa, b, c, dq P S3, we can consider the ray R`x “ ttx | t ą 0u. We have
F pR`xq “ tptn1f1pa, b, c, dq, . . . , tn4f4pa, b, c, dqq | t ą 0u
The set F pR`xq intersects S3 in a unique point t0. Indeed, the positive solution to the
equation
}F ptxq}2 “ t2n1f 21 pa, b, c, dq ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` t2n4f 24 pa, b, c, dq “ 1
is unique since the function on the left is monotone increasing from 0 to 8 (the coefficients
are nonnegative). The solution t0 depends algebraically on x. Finally, we have a home-
omorphism S3{G Ñ S3, given by x ÞÑ F pt0xq, which provides coordinates on the space
XpG1, G2q “ S3{G – S3.
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4. Several instances of XpD2, D2q
In this section we recall several ways of understanding that XpD2, D2q is homeomorphic
to a sphere, which are independent from calculations of Section 2 (based on Poincare´
conjecture) and Proposition 3.7. There holds
XpD2, D2q “ Z32zOp3q{Z32
where Z32 is the subgroup of Op3q generated by reflections in three mutually orthogonal
planes.
4.1. The argument with the real moment map. First note that the one-sided
quotient Op3q{Z32 is the manifold F3pRq of complete flags in R3 since the latter is the
homogeneous space of the Lie group Op3q with the isotropy group Z32. On the other hand,
if we fix three real numbers λ “ pλ1, λ2, λ3q with λ1 ă λ2 ă λ3, then Op3q{Z32 is isomorphic
to the space
X3,λ “ tA P Mat3pRq | AJ “ A,A has spectrum λu
of symmetric 3ˆ 3-matrices with the spectrum tλ1, λ2, λ3u. The homeomorphism is given
by
rQs ÞÑ A “ QΛQJ “ QΛQ´1,
where Q P Op3q, and rQs is its equivalence class modulo right action of the subgroup
Z32 “ tdiagp˘1,˘1,˘1qu of diagonal matrices, and Λ “ diagpλ1, λ2, λ3q. Let
(4.1) A “ Apa1, a2, a3, b1, b2, b3q “
¨˝
a1 b1 b3
b1 a2 b2
b3 b2 a3
‚˛
be a matrix from X3,λ. The remaining action of Z32 on Op3q{Z2 is easily described in
terms of matrices: Z32 acts on X3,λ by conjugation at diagonal orthogonal matrices. In
coordinates, we have
p1, 2, 3qApa1, a2, a3, b1, b2, b3q “ Apa1, a2, a3, 12b1, 23b2, 31b3q
We have X3,λ{Z32 – Z32zOp3q{Z32 “ XpD2, D2q.
Consider the map µ : X3,λ Ñ R3 which picks the matrix’ diagonal: µpAq “ pa1, a2, a3q.
Since the Z32 action on X3,λ preserves the diagonal, we have an induced map rµ : X3,λ{Z32 Ñ
R3. The famous Horn–Schur theorem [13] asserts that the image µpX3,λq coincides with
the 2-dimensional permutohedron, i.e. the hexagon
Pe2λ “ convtpλσp1q, λσp2q, λσp3qq | σ P Σ3u,
where Σ3 is the permutation group. Alternatively, the hexagon Pe
2
λ can be written by
inequalities
Pe2λ “ tpa1, a2, a3q P R3 | a1 ` a2 ` a3 “ λ1 ` λ2 ` λ3;λ1 ď ai ď λ3u.
If a diagonal element ai of a matrix A equals the maximal eigenvalue λ3, then all off-
diagonal elements of i-th column and i-th row vanish. If, for example, a1 “ λ3, then
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b1 “ b3 “ 0 and the block
ˆ
a2 b2
b2 a3
˙
has eigenvalues λ1, λ2. With a1 “ λ3 and ai’s and
λi’s fixed, the value b2 is defined uniquely up to sign. This means that in this case the
full preimage µ´1ppa1, a2, a3qq consists of two points, forming a Z32-orbit of X3,λ. Hencerµ´1ppa1, a2, a3qq is a single point. Similar arguments apply to the case when any other ai
equals either the maximal eigenvalue λ3, or the minimal eigenvalue λ1. Therefore, for any
point a P B Pe2λ on the boundary of a hexagon, the full preimage rµ´1paq consists of a single
point.
On the other hand, for the interior point a “ pa1, a2, a3q P relintpPe2λq of a hexagon,
the full preimage µ˜´1paq is homeomorphic to the circle S1. Indeed, the equations on off-
diagonal terms of the matrix reduce to an equation of compact real algebraic curve of degree
3, which is homeomorphic to the circle. Hence the whole space XpD2, D2q – X3,λ{Z32 is
obtained by taking the product Pe2λˆS1, and pinching the circles over the boundary B Pe2λ.
This results in the sphere S3.
Remark 4.1. Similar argument was applied by Buchstaber–Terzic in [5] in the complex
case. They proved the homeomorphism
(4.2) T 3zUp3q{T 3 “ F3pCq{T 3 – S4,
where F3pCq is the manifold of full complex flags in C3. Later, Karhson and Tolman [14]
extended this argument to more general Hamiltonian torus actions of complexity one in
general position.
4.2. The argument with the periodic Toda lattice. The homeomorphism
Z32zOp3q{Z32 – S3
directly follows from the considerations of the work of van Moerbeke [20], although this
homeomorphism was not stated explicitly in his paper. We review the necessary construc-
tions and provide the missing details in this subsection.
There is a classical dynamical system on the space X3,λ of isospectral symmetric ma-
trices. For a matrix A as in (4.3) consider the skew-symmetric matrix
(4.3) P “ P pAq “
¨˝
0 b1 ´b3
´b1 0 b2
b3 ´b2 0
‚˛
and define the dynamical system in the form of the Lax pair:
(4.4) 9A “ rA,P pAqs.
This dynamical system is called the flow of the periodic Toda lattice, or shortly, the Toda
flow. It is not difficult to prove, that dynamical systems written in the form of a Lax pair,
preserve the spectrum. Hence, in particular, all solutions of (4.4) lie on the isospectral set
X3,λ of symmetric matrices. The following facts have straightforward proofs
‚ The flow is Z32-invariant.‚ The quantity b1b2b3 is preserved by the Toda flow.
‚ The quantity b1b2b3 is preserved by the Z32-action.
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Hence we have the induced flow on the quotient X3,λ{Z32 – XpD2, D2q (by the flow on
the orbifold we mean the flow, which is smooth on each smooth stratum of the orbifold).
Moreover, we can consider the map p : X3,λ Ñ R, pprAsq “ b1b2b3, as well as the induced
map rp : X3,λ{Z32 Ñ R. Van Moerbeke [20] proved that the image ppX3,λq is a closed intervalr´m1,m2s, mi ą 0, and, for a point r P r´m1,m2s, the full preimage is homeomorphic to
(4.5) rp´1prq –
$’’’&’’’%
a torus T 2, if r ‰ 0,´m1,m2
a circle T 2{T 11 , if r “ ´m1
a circle T 2{T 12 , if r “ m2
a torusT 2 made of 3 hexagons, if r “ 0,
where T 2 “ T 11 ˆ T 12 is the coordinate splitting. The Toda flow is known to be a Liouville
integrable system (see, e.g. [20, 15]). All tori appearing in (4.5), except for r “ 0 are
the Liouville–Arnold tori of the Toda flow. The torus rp´1prq is exceptional: the periodic
Toda flow on the set tA P X3,λ | b1b2b3 “ 0u degenerates to an open Toda flow, and the
trajectories at this set exhibit nice asymptotic and combinatorial properties, studied in
[27]. The quotient tA P X3,λ | b1b2b3 “ 0u{Z32 of the exceptional set is subdivided into 3
natural strata: tb1 “ 0u, tb2 “ 0u, and tb3 “ 0u. Each of these strata is a hexagon and
they are glued together as shown on Fig. 1.
Figure 1. The subdivision of rp´1p0q{Z32 – T 2 into strata tb1 “ 0u, tb2 “ 0u,
and tb3 “ 0u
The detailed study of both open and periodic Toda flow from topological point of view
was done by the first author in [2]. In that paper we concentrated on the complex case of
general periodic tridiagonal matrices, in particular, we reproved the homeomorphism (4.2).
The real version is completely similar. Here we are interested in the case of real p3ˆ3q-
matrices. The description (4.5) implies that rp´1pr0,m2sq is a solid torus D2 ˆ S1, andrp´1pr´m1, 0sq is a solid torus D2 ˆ S1. Hence X3,λ{Z32 – XpD2, D2q is obtained from
patching two solid tori along the boundary. However, since distinct circles T 11 and T
1
2 are
collapsed over ´m1 and m2, the parallel of the first solid torus is patched to the meridian of
the second, and vice versa. Hence the result is a 3-sphere patched of two solid tori (the one
corresponding to the nonnegative products b1b2b3 and another corresponds to nonpositive
products b1b2b3).
4.3. The argument with the ring of invariants. The space XpD2, D2q is the
quotient of two-sided action of Q8 “ t˘1,˘i,˘j,˘ku on the sphere S3 of unit quaternions.
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This particular action was studied in details in [21, Thm.3.1]. The action of G “ Q8 ˆQ8
on H “ ta` bi` cj ` dku – V “ R4 is given by Klein four-group action on pa, b, c, dq and
sign-changes of even number of coordinates. This representation is generated by rotations.
However, the straightforward analogue of Chevalley–Shephard–Todd theorem does not
hold. The algebra of invariants RrV sG is not free: it is generated by the polynomials
f0 “ a2 ` b2 ` c2 ` d2 f1 “ a2b2 ` c2d2
f2 “ a2c2 ` b2d2 f3 “ a2d2 ` b2c2(4.6)
f4 “ abcd f5 “ a2b2c2 ` a2b2d2 ` a2c2d2 ` b2c2d2.
subject to two relations
(4.7) f1f2 ` f2f3 ` f1f3 ` 4f 24 “ f0f5; f1f2f3 “ f 24 pf 20 ´ 4pf1 ` f2 ` f3qq ` f 25 .
However, Mikhailova used (4.6) and (4.7) to construct the coordinates on V {G, and, in
particular, to prove the homeomorphism V {G – V stated in her general theorem. The
coordinates can be restricted to S3 Ă V “ H.
This observation allows to prove Theorem 1.5 for dimV “ 4, and general discrete group
generated by rotations, which explains the importance of the case G1 “ G2 “ D2.
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